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BOSSANOVA BOCCOLI
to create sensual waves and curls without changing the structure of the hair
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BOSSANOVA BOCCOLI
to create sensual waves and curls without changing the structure of the hair

 exclusive treatment curling the hair after a shampoo. Immediate processing and
revolutionary styling. Waves and curls are well defined and enhanced by the brightness
eliminating frizz. Free from sodium lauryl sulfate, petrolatum, parabens and artificial dyes,
BOSSANOVA BOCCOLI does not hurt and does not change the structure of the hair.
Among the main ingredients : Oils of Palm trees of the Amazon with excellent moisturizing
and conditioning effect that leaves hair silky and lightweight while feeding them and
discipline them. The frizzy hair are in the state anionic or negatively charged,
BOSSANOVA BOCCOLI provides Active Cationic (positively charged) that favor the
spontaneous formation of waves and curls without frizz. A service that can be offered to all
women, suitable for straight hair, natural wavy, curly and frizzy without form. On subjected
to straightening hair, the result is not as pronounced on natural straight hair.

 SHAMPOO BOSSANOVA 
Free from sodium lauryl sulfate, gently cleans and prevents the opening of the cuticle,
giving greater brightness and facilitating the formation of soft curls.
 package  : 980 ml ??bottle with dispenser

 CONDITIONER BOSSANOVA 
The positive charge of the formula cancels the negative charge present in the hair and
cause frizz. Closes the cuticles causing your hair to reflect more light forming the curve
necessary to create waves and curls.
 package  : 980 ml ??bottle with dispenser

 MAXI WAVES 
The lotion works on the same principle of BOSSANOVA CONDITIONER : making positive
charge, hydrating and nourishing the hair. Applies to rinse CONDITIONER.
Container: 200 ml spray bottle
Available the Home Care Kit: a kit to use at home to extend the duration of treatment and
enhance the brightness of the hair and eliminate frizz. The Home Care Kit consists of mini
sizes :
- SHAMPOO BOSSANOVA in 250 ml
- CONDITIONER BOSSANOVA in 250 ml
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- MAXI WAVES in a spray bottle 200 ml 
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